Introduction
The concept of quality may be defined as the degree of element goodness given a certain criterion [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Thus, it can be determined by comparing a set of inherent characteristics with a set of requirements. If inherent characteristics are met by requirements, then high quality is achieved [6] . Therefore, more quality descriprions are represented in [2, 3, 18] .
Selection of quality feature set is essential in speech recognition system. The aim is to reduce amount of data, discard irrelevant information and enhance those that contribute the most discriminate information [7] . Furthermore, classification error is significantly reduced if it's operated with quality features. Two approaches of feature quality estimation are provided by other authors: 1) estimate metrics that focus on data complexity measures [1, 13, 14, 16] ; 2) assess feature quality by classification error [1, 5, 16] . However, it's simpler to compute metric instead of constantly executing classification process. Finally, the studies don't suggest the way for choosing the most suitable quality metric. And there is no investigation made for speech features.
We propose quality estimation methodology in this paper. The methodology combines quality metrics with classifier similarity measure results. Investigation is performed for Lithuanian context phonemes, applying three speech feature systems: Linear Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (LFCC), Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) and Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP). We choose Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) classifier.
The paper is organized as follows: the selected set of quality measures are reviewed firstly (more details can be found in [1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 15] ). Measures are grouped into following goups: overlap of individual features, separability of classes, measures of geometry and topology. Then, quality estimation methodology is formulated. Afterwards, experimental results are given. Finally, conclusions are made.
Overlap of individual features
Fisher's discriminant ratio is calculated for the problem. It's based on the ratio of between-class variance to within-class variance.
Maximum Fisher's discriminant ratio (F1m). Fisher's discriminant ratio is calculated. For multidimensional problem, it's not necessary all features to contribute to class discrimination. The problem will be easy if there exists at least one discriminating feature element. It is considered only the maximum over all features.
Volume of overlap region (F2). The measure is the overlap of the tails of classes -conditional distributions. We can measure it by finding for each feature the maximum and minimum values of each class, and then calculating the length of the overlap region normalized by the range of values spanned by both classes.
Feature efficiency (F3). The measure describes how much each feature contributes to the separation of classes. If there is an overlap in the feature values of classes, we consider the classes ambiguity in that region along that dimension. The ambiguity between classes can be avoided by separating only those points that lie outside the overlapping region in each chosen dimension. The efficiency of each feature is defined as the fraction of all remaining points separable by that feature (Fig. 1) . Overstep boundary error rate (F4). Suppose that every class is a super sphere which center is class -mean and radius is equal to the farthest distance from its classmean to its samples. Overstep boundary error occurs if there exists a sample that belongs to the other classes and comes to the super sphere of this class. The measure is normalized by the total number of points.
Separability of classes
Error rate of linear classifier (L1). The measure corresponds to the error rate of linear classifier.
Length of class boundary (N1). This metric defines the percentage of points in the dataset that lie near the class boundary. It counts the number of points connected to the opposite class by an edge in the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST). These points are considered to be close to the class boundary. The count is normalized by number of total edges in MST (Fig. 2) . 
Intra/inter class nearest neighbour distances (N2).
The measure assess the dispersion of points within classes relative to the separability between classes. It is the ratio of the average distance to intra-class nearest neighbor and the average distance to inter-class nearest neighbor (Fig. 3) . Error rate of nearest neighbor classifier (N3). This measure refers to the estimated error rate of the nearest neighbor classifier using the leaving-one-out validation method. Nearest neighbor classifier is sensitive to the number of misplaced points, while linear classifier is sensitive to their location.
Measures of geometry and topology

Nonlinearity of nearest neighbour and linear classifiers (L2, N4
). Given a training set, the method first creates a test set by linear interpolation. Then the error rate of the classifier (trained by the same training set) on this test set is measured. Nonlinearity of linear classifier and nearest neighbour classifier is considered.
Thickness of manifolds (T1).
The measure is calculated using İ-topology. Adherence subsets are grown to the highest order such that it includes only points of the same class (Fig. 4) . Such "balls" number is normalised by total points number. As a result, all samples are grouped into hyper-spheres that contain samples of the same class. The measure provides interior description. Additionally, the number of small "balls" indicates the complexity of the classes boundaries. 
Methodology of quality measure estimation
We will propose the methodology for feature quality measure estimation. The methodology focuses on combination of quality metric and chosen classifier similarity measure. As far as classification error depends on particular classifier [15] , there can't be the only best metric for all classifier types.
The quality measure estimation scheme is following. Firstly, quality metrics should be calculated for classes (Fig. 5) . Secondly, similarity for classes based on classifier should be estimated. Then, correlation should be assessed for metrics and similarity results. As a result, metric with highest correlation should be chosen. 
Experimental setup
We selected 11 measures (described above) for experiment. Exploration was made using collection of 9 sets of different phonemes representing different classes, each set consisting of 100 instances (pronounced by one female speaker). Most frequent Lithuanian phonemes were selected as target for this experimental study [12] 18 two-classes combinations were calculated during experiment, for high overlap and small overlap cases: ss', s' -t, t -k, t -s, t' -k, t' -t, a -s, a -e, k -s, a -i, a -k, e -i, e -k, e -s, e -t, i -s, s' -j, s' -k. 12th order LFCC, MFCC and PLP analyses were selected for experiment. MFCC and PLP feature sets are most frequently used for speech signals, and LFCC was chosen for comparison purposes.
DTW classifier was implemented [11, 17] . We use DTW distance to relate metrics with similarity of classes.
Experiment results
The metrics were calculated for chosen classes combinations. Then correlation of DTW classifier similarity and metrics was estimated. Three cases of highest correlation are given in Table 1, Table 2 , Table 3 . First rows of tables "1 result" identifies metric with the highest correlation. The results showed that DTW-based distance had highest correlation with metric N2. It describes the ratio of the average distances of intra-class and inter-class nearest neighbors. Moreover, metric N2 took 89% of the highest correlation values for LFCC, 67% for MFCC and 94% for PLP analysis.
Second highest correlated metric was F1. It estimates Fisher's discriminant ratio and is refered to the ratio of between-class variance to within-class variance. Metric F1 covered 78% of the highest correlation values for LFCC, 56% for MFCC and 67% for PLP.
Afterward followed metric F4 for LFCC and MFCC. The metric describes the overstep boundary error rate. It took 56% for LFCC and 66% for MFCC. Contrarily N1 covered 28% of the highest correlation values for PLP analysis. It identifies length of class boundary counting the number of points connected to the opposite class by an edge in MST.
Results and conclusions
The paper proposes the methodology for feature quality estimation. The methodology consists of four steps: 1) calculate metrics for classes; 2) estimate similarity of classes using chosen classifier; 3) calculate correlation of metrics and similarity results; 4) choose the highest correlated metric. Due to the fact that classification error depends on particular classifier, there can't be the only best metric for all types of classifiers.
Exploration for speech features was made with 11 different metrics that were overviewed in the study. Metrics are grouped into three groups: 1) overlap of individual features; 2) separability of classes; 3) measures of geometry and topology. Three feature systems were tested: LFCC, MFCC, PLP analysis. Experiment was made for Lithuanian context phones, combining results with DTW distance. It was found that DTW classifier distance has the highest correlation with metric N2. As a result, N2 was constituted as the best quality metric for speech features evaluation. It describes the ratio of the average distances of intra-class and inter-class nearest neighbors. The metric gave the most accurate results for LFCC, MFCC, PLP feature systems: 89% of highest correlation for LFCC, 67% for MFCC and 94% for PLP.
The results of the experimental study points us to the direction of future research. The following study derivation could be quality estimation of speech feature sets using N2. The process could concentre on the principal N2 characteristic: N2 gains value near zero for small overlapped classes, on the other hand the bigger N2 identifies the higher classes overlap. With the result of this property, estimation process should encompass the following steps: 1) calculate N2 for classes with small overlap 2) calculate N2 for classes with high overlap 3) choose feature system that best agrees with principal N2 characteristic.
